
The 1st Security Expert System
Powering a Self Driving SOC™

The Respond Analyst is an expert software system that 
emulates the decision-making ability and judgement of a skilled 
network intrusion security analyst and improves SOC capability 
and capacity by applying that expertise in a scalable, consistent 
and transparent way for each and every security alert.

Continuously Learns & Improves

No reconfigurations. Results from day 1. Drives value 
from existing security controls and contextual sources.

Adapts based on feedback and cross-customer insights.

Combines machine speed, scale, and consistency with 
reasoning & judgement — without bias or fatigue.

Performs Every Check, Every Time

Leverages Existing Infrastructure

Human reasoning and judgement are the most effective resources organizations have in 
identifying and defending against cyber threats. Unfortunately, Security Operations teams 
and managed service providers have become overwhelmed with the amount of data and 
security alerts that must be processed to meet their security goals.  Meanwhile, security 
analysts and engineers are scarce, attrition is high and expertise is limited.

How can an organization cost-effectively bridge this gap without compromising security?

“Good analysts keep the 
SOC operating at peak 
efficiency. But it is tough 
to find and retain them.  

Respond Software provides 
an always-on, expert-in-a-
box for network intrusion.”

Meet the Respond Analyst
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Emulates the decision making capability of veteran 
security professionals. No need to create or 
maintain content.

Starts as an Expert

Izak Mutlu, former CISO 
Salesforce.com



Don’t Just Take Our Word For It

EVALUATES
INVESTIGATES
BUILDS A CASE
PRIORITIZES
NOTIFIES
LEARNS

All alerts without filtering, putting capacity where it is needed

Each alert with 45+ factors – far surpassing typical event triage 

With evidence to explain the escalation 

Based on likelihood, attack stage, and business context

The incident response team through common escalation channels

What’s important to the organization based on feedback

Respond Analyst Performs Analyst Triage Duties 
at Machine Speed & Scale
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Respond Analyst for Network Intrusion:  Malicious and actionable intrusions based on IDS/IPS alerts.  
Supports Palo Alto Networks, Cisco Firepower, Trend Micro TippingPoint, Fortinet FortiGate and Snort.


